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Vaccination Documents Can Now Be Uploaded
SCC employees are now able to upload their proof of vaccination.
 
Effective October 15th, all SCC students and employees who are on campus
will be required to provide proof of full vaccination against COVID or submit to
COVID testing each week before entering college buildings.
 
If you have been fully vaccinated, all you need to do is upload your proof of full
vaccination in Canvas, or email proof to COVIDCaseworker@solano.edu You
will only need to upload proof of full vaccination once. 
 
If you are not vaccinated, you can upload your test results on the Canvas site
or submit test results to COVIDCaseworker@solano.edu. More details on
testing to come.
 
If you are not yet vaccinated, but wish to be before Oct. 15, you have options.
Visit the Coronavirus Updates tab on our homepage for a list of locations
where you can get vaccinated. Volunteers will also be required to either get
fully vaccinated by October 15 or be tested and have a negative test result
before entering college buildings.

As we get closer to October 15, reminder emails to employees and text
messages to students will be sent. We understand the mid-semester
implementation is not ideal and we appreciate your understanding that the
College is doing its best to keep students and staff safe.
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Meet Falcon the Chat Bot
Falcon the chatbot can be found on the Solano Community College homepage.
Falcon is an AI chat bot that will quickly answer questions about Solano and
providing answers, resources and next steps to take. Try Falcon out by asking
a question if you can't find something on the website right away.

Congrats Auto Tech Students



Congratulations to SCC Automotive Technology students Julio Quintanilla
(above, right) and Nikolai Hansen (above, left) who have each been awarded
Car Career scholarships. Each student is the recipient of a $5,000 scholarship
for the 2021-2022 academic year!
 
These awards represent more than $100,000 in support of careers in
automotive technology. For over 25 years, the California New Car Dealers
Association (CNCDA) Scholarship Foundation has sponsored more than
$1,000,000 in scholarship awards. Each year they provide support to students
pursuing careers with a franchised new car dealer in the State of California.

Representing SCC at Waterfront Event
Thanks to Victoria and Alexandria
Castaneda who represented SCC at the
Vallejo Waterfront event on Saturday,
October 2nd.

The Vallejo Waterfront Weekend is a festival
celebrating the City of Vallejo, Historic Mare
Island and Solano County. The goal is to
showcase why we choose to live, work, and
play in this vibrant community.

Important Dates & Deadlines
There are important dates and deadlines to know about
each semester, including add/drop deadlines, waitlist
notifications and holidays.

You can find that information on our website. 

http://www.solano.edu/ar/dates.php
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